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This review discusses and compares electronic spectra of new iron-based high-temperature superconductors

(HTSC), as well as a number of chemically similar compounds. Particular attention is payed to iron chalco-

genide K1−xFe2−ySe2, which is isostructural to BaFe2As2 (122) pnictide. It is shown, that Fermi surfaces

of K1−xFe2−ySe2 are essentially different from those for pnictides. Using LDA+DMFT and LDA′+DMFT

calculations we show, that electronic correlations in K1−xFe2−ySe2 influence the electronic structure much

more significantly, than in the most studied 122 system. We also discuss the electronic structure of several

multiple-band superconductors, chemically similar to iron-based HTSC, with relatively small values of Tc,

such as SrPt2As2, APt3P, (Sr,Ca)Pd2As2, and non superconducting compound BaFe2Se3. It is shown, that

electronic structure of these systems is very different from previously studies iron pnictides and chalcogenides.

The value of Tc in these systems can be understood within the simple BCS model.

PACS: 71.20.-b, 71.27.+a, 74.20.Fg, 74.25.Jb, 74.70.-b

1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of new class of iron-base supercon-

ductors [1] attracted great attention, leading to out-

standing upsurge of both experimental and theoretical

works (cf. reviews [2, 3, 4]). The known at the present

moment iron-based superconductors can be divided in

two classes: pnictides and chalcogenides. Below we list

the typical representatives of these classes, currently un-

der study (detailed references on experimental works

can be found in [5]):

1. Doped RE1111 systems (RE=La,Ce,Pr,Nd,Sm,Tb,Dy)

with superconducting transition temperature Tc

of the order of 25–55 K, with chemical formula

RE O1−xFxFeAs;

2. Doped A122 systems (A=Ba,Sr), such as

Ba1−xKxFe2As2 with Tc of the order of 38 K;

3. The so called 111 systems like Li1−xFeAs with

Tc ∼ 18 K;

4. (Sr,Ca,Eu)FFeAs with Tc ∼ 36 K;

5. FeSex, FeSe1−xTex with Tc up to 14;

6. (K,Cs)1−xFe2−ySe2 systems with Tc up to 31K.

2)E-mail: nekrasov@iep.uran.ru
2)E-mail: sadovski@iep.uran.ru

Following the discovery of HTSC in iron arsenides

the intensive search of new systems has lead to the dis-

covery of several new superconducting systems, which

can be considered as chemical analogs of iron pnic-

tides and iron chalcogenides, e.g. such as BaNi2As2
[6], SrNi2As2 [7], SrPt2As2 [8], SrPtAs [9]. However,

these systems possess rather low superconducting tran-

sition temperature Tc. Recently, a number of new

platinum based systems were also discovered: APt3P

(A=Sr,Ca,La) [10] with Tc equal to 8.4K, 6.6K and 1.5K

correspondingly. Of interest is also the BaFe2Se3 system

(Ba123) [11], which was initially considered as potential

superconductor similar to (K,Cs)Fe2Se2 (preliminary

data has shown here superconductivity with Tc ∼11K).

However, later it was shown, that in Ba123 supercon-

ductivity is not observed up to 1.8K [12]. This sys-

tem was shown to be an antiferromagnetic (AFM) “spin

ladder” with nontrivial magnetic ordering [11, 12]. Su-

perconductivity was also discovered in palladium com-

pounds: (Sr,Ca)Pd2As2 with Tc 0.92 and 1.27 corre-

spondingly [13].

This short review is based upon the cycle of our in-

vestigations of electronic structure of all these systems

within the framework of density functional theory and

modern methods to take into account strong correla-

tions, like LDA+DMFT [14] and LDA′+DMFT [15, 16]

for iron chalcogenides [17, 18], as well as upon the re-

sults of LDA calculations for above mentioned similar

systems [19, 20, 21, 22].

These works were preceded by rather long series of

our works on iron pnictides and chalcogenides [23, 24,
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25, 26, 27], the results of these works were discussed in

details in our previous reviews [2, 5]

All LDA calculations of band structures presented

below were performed using the basis of linearized

muffin-tin orbitals (LMTO) [28], with default param-

eters.

We shall see, that all systems under discussion are

typical multiple-band superconductors, making them

interesting from the point of view of HTSC search

[29, 30].

2. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND

CORRELATIONS IN IRON

CHALCOGENIDES

2..1 KFe2Se2 system

One of the most interesting iron chalcogenide

systems, studied in recent years, are the compounds

like K1−xFe2−ySe2 [31], Cs1−xFe2−ySe2 [11] and

(Tl,K)Fe1−xSe2−y [32]. It was shown experimentally,

that in K0.8Fe1.6Se2 nontrivial AFM ordering is ob-

served, with pretty high Neel temperature of the

order of 550 . Simultaneously, practically in the same

temperature region, there is vacancy ordering in iron

sublattice [33]. In fact, in K1−xFe2−ySe2 system many

different phases are observed, so that at present it is not

completely clear, which phase produces superconduc-

tivity. In a number of papers it was proposed, that the

generic phase for superconductivity is stoichiometric

composition KFe2Se2 [5, 34, 35], though different points

of view were also expressed [36]. Note, that attempts

of the synthesis of stoichiometric crystal KFe2Se2 were

up to now unsuccessful.

Important step in the studies of this iron se-

lenide were the measurements ARPES spectra in

K0.76Fe1.72Se2 [37]. According to these experiments,

quasiparticle dispersions are significantly renormalized

due to electron correlations. For example, the experi-

mentally determined value of quasiparticle mass renor-

mqalization for Fe-3dxz,yz orbitals is equal to 3, while

for Fe-3dxy orbital it is equal to 10. These facts clearly

require theoretical analysis of electron – electron inter-

action effects upon properties of this system.

For the first time, the electronic spectrum of

K1−xFe2Se2 in LDA approximation was obtained in

Refs. [27, 38].

Crystal structure.

As we noted above, K1−xFe2Se2 and Cs1−xFe2Se2
systems are structural analogs of Ba122 (cf.

Ref. [24]) with following crystal structure parameters:

K1−xFe2Se2 – a=3.9136Å and c=14.0367Å and
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Fig. 1. Band dispersions and densities of states for

Ba122 (left), KFe2Se2 (black lines) and CsFe2Se2 (gray

lines)(right), obtained in LDA calculations. Fermi level

is at zero energy.

zSe=0.3539 [31]; Cs1−xFe2Se2 – a=3.9601Å ,

c=15.2846Å and zSe=0.3439 [11].

Electronic structure.

In Fig. 1 we compare band structures and den-

sities of states of Ba122 [24] (left) with correspond-

ing calculation results for K1−xFe2Se2 (black lines) and

Cs1−xFe2Se2 (gray lines) (right) for stoichiometric com-

positions with x=0 [27]. Comparing K1−xFe2Se2 and

Cs1−xFe2Se2 systems we can note, that both have prac-

tically identical electronic structures. In contrast from

Ba122 in these systems Fe-3d and Se-4p states are sep-

arated in energy. Also in AFe2Se2 Se-4p states are 0.7

eV lower in energy, as compared to As-4p states.

Similarly to Ba122 in chalcogenides under discussion

practically only Fe-3d states cross the Fermi level. Also

similarly to Ba122 [24] and other iron pnictides, the

main contribution to density of states at the Fermi level

comes from t2g states (xy, xz yz). The states of eg sym-

metry (3z2−r2 and x2−y2) practically do not contribute

at the Fermi level. Main difference between Ba122 and

new systems is observed near the Γ-point. In Z-Γ direc-
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Fig. 2. Fermi surfaces obtained from LDA calculations

for K1−xFe2Se2 (above) and Cs1−xFe2Se2 (below) for

different doping levels: x=0 – left, x=0.2 – in the mid-

dle, and x=0.6 – right.

tion for (K,Cs)Fe2Se2 systems the anti-bonding part of

Se-4pz orbital forms an electronic pocket. In Ba122 cor-

responding band is 0.4 eV higher in energy an is much

steeper, so that this band passes far enough from the Γ-

point. However, if we dope (K,Cs)Fe2Se2 by holes, we

obtain the band structure in the vicinity of the Fermi

level, which is similar to bands in Ba122 (at 60% hole

doping) – three hole cylinders, while the stoichiometric

system KFe2Se2 possesses one small electronic pocket

and large, hole-like pocket, while in CsFe2Se2 there is

only one electronic pocket around the Γ-point.

In Fig. 2 we show Fermi surfaces obtained from LDA

calculations for K1−xFe2Se2 (above) and Cs1−xFe2Se2
(below) for different doping levels: x=0 – left, x=0.2 –

in the middle, and x=0.6 – right. In all cases we ob-

serve two practically two-dimensional electron sheets at

the corners of the Brillouin zone, independent of the

doping level. Main difference in comparison to Ba122

pnictide is observed for (K,Cs)Fe2Se2 systems around

the Γ-point, especially for x=0 and x=0.2. For doping

level x=0.6 both K and Cs selenides possess Fermi sur-

faces similar to those in Ba122 pnictide (cf. Fig. 2 and

Ref. [24]) with typical hole-like cylinders at the center

of Brillouin zone.

Thus, for doping levels corresponding to supercon-

ducting phase, the topology of Fermi surfaces is quite

different from that in Ba122. In particular, there is no

“nesting” of electronic and hole Fermi surfaces at all

(the property of “nesting” is considered in many works

on pnictides as an important property for explanation

of their magnetic and superconducting properties).

In Ref. [11] it was shown that the temperature of

superconducting transition Tc of K and Cs materials

under study depends of the height of Se ion above

Fe ions plane [39]. This dependence was studied in

details in our work [40]. Let us make simple esti-

mates of Tc using the standard BCS expression for Tc:

Tc = 1.14ωDe
−2/gN(EF ). The value of the total den-

sity of states at the Fermi level N(EF ) for KFe2Se2
is equal to 3.94 states/eV/cell, while for CsFe2Se2 it

is 3.6 states/eV/cell. Taking the value of Debye fre-

quency ωD=350K and the coupling constant g=0.21eV,

obtained for Ba122 (cf. Ref. [40]), we get Tc=34K and

28.6K for K and Cs selenides correspondingly (the ratio

of Tc for these systems is equal to 1.18). These esti-

mates agree rather well with experimental data of 31K

[31] and 27K (Tc ratio 1.15) [11]. Smaller values of Tc

in CsFe2Se2 can be explained by isotope effect. Taking

into account that 60% hole doping leads to higher val-

ues of N(EF ) for both systems, which are (according to

our calculations) 4.9 states/eV/cell in K selenide and

4.7 states/eV/cell in Cs selenide, we can expect, that

corresponding temperatures of superconducting transi-

tion for these systems at this doping level will be corre-

spondingly 57K and 52K.

Note that these estimates do not necessarily assume

the electron-phonon mechanism of superconductivity,

and the value of ωD can be referred to any Bosonic exci-

tation, responsible for pairing, e.g. to spin fluctuations.

2..2 K0.76Fe1.72Se2 system

To study correlation effects in K0.76Fe1.72Se2 sys-

tem [17], as well as correlation effects in K1−xFe2−ySe2
at different hole dopings [18], we have used the stan-

dard LDA+DMFT [14] approach and its modification

— LDA′+DMFT, developed by us [15, 16], allowing

consistent solution of the “double counting” problem

of Coulomb interaction [41].

First of all, let us discuss the band structures for sto-

ichiometric composition KFe2Se2, obtained within LDA

and LDA′ calculations. Similarly to the case of tran-

sition metal oxides (cf. Refs. [15, 16]) LDA′ calcu-

lations for KFe2Se2 produce energy dispersions at the

Fermi level close to those obtained within LDA. How-

ever, there are certain deviations near Γ-point. There

is a shift of Se-4p band in LDA′ calculations down in

energy with respect to LDA bands of the order of 0.5

eV (cf. Fig. 4 and Ref. [18]).

For DMFT calculations we have taken the values of

Coulomb and exchange interactions at Fe-3d orbitals to

be equal to U = 3.75 eV and J = 0.56 eV, correspond-

ingly, in agreement with Ref. [37]. inverse temperature

β = 40 eV−1 (290 K), the number imaginary time inter-

vals L = 180 and the number of pseudospin flips ∼ 106

to reach self-consistency. For K0.76Fe1.72Se2 the total

number of electrons in DMFT calculations was taken to

be ne=26.52.
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For the given doping level the account of local

Coulomb interaction has lead to the following changes

close to the Fermi level [17]: practically nothing has

changed for Fe-3dx2−y2 orbitals, for Fe-3d3z2−r2 states

the Hubbard band appeared above the Fermi level, while

for Fe-3dxz,yz and Fe-3dxy orbitals we observe the strong

change in the density of states, reminding pseudogap

behavior. Thus, even from the analysis of the density

of states only, we can conclude, that correlation effects

in K0.76Fe1.72Se2 compound are quite relevant. At the

same time, their role for different orbitals may be quite

different. Most important these effects are for Fe-3dxz,yz
and Fe-3dxy orbitals.

In Fig. 3 we compare spectral functions, calcu-

lated within LDA+DMFT (left side, lower figure) and

LDA′+DMFT (right side, lower figure) with angle re-

solved photoemission (ARPES) spectra for different

types of polarization (upper figures) [37] for chemical

composition K0.76Fe1.72Se2. In the left upper part of

Fig. 3. Comparison of spectral functions ob-

tained within LDA+DMFT (left side, below) and

LDA′+DMFT (right side, below) calculations with

ARPES spectrum (above) for K0.76Fe1.72Se2. Intensity

of spectral function is shown by color. Zero energy is

at the Fermi level.

Fig.3 we show the ARPES spectrum, obtained with

light polarized along the iron layers, while in the right

upper part of the figure we show the ARPES spec-

trum, obtained from the sum of polarizations along and

across iron layers. In the lower part of Fig. 3 we show

spectral functions, obtained within LDA+DMFT and

LDA′+DMFT calculations for Γ−X-direction, studied

in the experiments for the same interval of energies.

Both spectral functions and ARPES spectra show,

that close to the Fermi level in energy interval ±0.05

eV there are no well-defined maxima of intensity, be-

sides the vicinity of Γ-point in the experiments with full

polarization. This fact indicates, that K0.76Fe1.72Se2
is a bad metal and confirms the pseudogap behavior,

observed in the density of states [17]. High intensity

region near X-point in ARPES spectra is present in the

energy interval (−0.25,−0.1) , where we observe quasi-

particle bands in LDA+DMFT and LDA′+DMFT spec-

tral functions. Close to Γ-point in one of the ARPES

spectra we see the wide energy dispersion with broad

maximum, while in other ARPES spectrum we observe

energy dispersion with more sharp maximum, which ex-

tends up to the Fermi level. In calculated spectral den-

sities in this energy interval we obtain two quasiparti-

cle bands. The form of quasiparticle band with wide

maximum is almost the same for the spectral functions

obtained within LDA+DMFT and LDA′+DMFT, while

the form of quasiparticle band with narrow maximum in

obtained LDA′+DMFT calculations is closer to energy

dispersion observed in ARPES spectrum (cf. Fig. 3).

Thus we conclude, that for iron selenide

K0.76Fe1.72Se2 correlation effects play an impor-

tant role. They lead to significant changes if LDA

energy dispersion. In contrast to iron arsenides, where

quasiparticle bands close to the Fermi level are well-

defined [42, 43, 44, 45], in K0.76Fe1.72Se2 system we

observe strong suppression of quasiparticle bands at

the Fermi level. This confirms that correlation effects

in K0.76Fe1.72Se2 are stronger, than in iron arsenides.

The value of quasiparticle renormalization (correlation

narrowing) of bands at the Fermi level is equal to 4-5,

while in iron arsenides this factor is equal to 2-3 [45]

for the same values of interaction parameters.

As electronic properties of K0.76Fe1.72Se2 system

in the vicinity of Fermi level are strongly affected

by correlation effects, the question arises: how cor-

relation effects change at different doping levels in

K1−xFe2−ySe2 compounds. To study this problem, in

Ref. [18] we have chosen three doping levels: one corre-

sponding to stoichiometric composition (ne=29.00), and

two others with total electron numbers ne=28.00 and

ne=27.20. As for K0.76Fe1.72Se2 our results obtained

within LDA′+DMFT approach were shown to be in

better agreement wit experimental ARPES spectra, we

have used the same LDA′+DMFT approach in our cal-

culations for other doping levels. It was shown, that the

form and position of the same quasiparticle bands is sig-

nificantly transformed under doping. Position of quasi-

particle bands with respect to each other also changes.

Thus, depending on the doping level the role of correla-

tion effects changes for each of the quasiparticle bands.

To determine the influence of local Coulomb interac-

tion upon each of Fe-3d bands we have calculated cor-

relation renormalization factors and the energy shifts of

LDA′ bands to match the maxima of spectral functions

obtained in LDA′+DMFT calculations for all four dop-
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ing levels. Renormalization factors and energy shifts

Fig. 4. Energy dispersions from LDA′ calculations (red

lines) in KFe2Se2 along symmetry directions in the Bril-

louin zone with notations for those bands, for which

renormalization factors were fitted. Black lines – en-

ergy dispersions from LDA calculations. Zero energy

corresponds to the Fermi level.

(in parentheses) for LDA′ bands are listed in Table 1.

Energy shifts are given for LDA′ bands in electronvolts.

Black dotted lines in Fig. 4 represent LDA energy

dispersions, which both in form and position are simi-

lar to energy dispersions obtained in LDA′ calculations.

Thus, renormalization factors in LDA+DMFT will be

approximately the same as in LDA′+DMFT calcula-

tions (Table 1). Results for K0.76Fe1.72Se2 (ne=26.52)

composition confirm this conclusion.

Energy dispersions of LDA′ calculation in the in-

terval (−1.0, 0.4) eV are stronger renormalized by iter-

actions, than energy dispersions below −1.0 eV. Cor-

relation renormalization factors for 3z2-r2 (2), xz, yz

(3), xz, yz (4) and x2-y2 bands (Fig. 4 and Table 1),

which in LDA′ calculations are below −1.0 eV, are close

to renormalization factor of of Fe-3d band as a whole.

Similarly, the xz, yz, xy, band, which belong to energy

interval (−1.0,−0.5) eV, is weakly renormalized as the

whole Fe-3d band and its correlation renormalization

factor does not depend on doping. The values of cor-

relation renormalization for xz, yz (2) band is weakly

dependent on doping and is approximately equal to

2.5, despite the fact, that this band is rather close to

the Fermi level. Renormalization factor for 3z2-r2 (1)

band increases sharply up to the value of 4.7 for filling

ne=26.52.

For xz, yz (1) band the value of correlation renor-

malization in the lower Hubbard band monotonously

grows with doping, while in the upper Hubbard band

it monotonously decreases. For xy band dependence on

doping is nonmonotonous. In its lower Hubbard band

correlation effects grow with hole doping and reach max-

imum at ne=27.20, then decrease. In upper Hubbard xy

band for ne=29.00 and ne=27.20 the value of correla-

tion renormalization is large enough — about 4.0, while

for ne=28.00 it is smaller – 1.7, and for ne=26.52 the

upper Hubbard xy band is absent.

Thus, for K1−xFe2−ySe2 compound the hole dop-

ing from stoichiometric composition KFe2Se2 up to

K0.76Fe1.72Se2 leads to the growth of correlation effects

for the same values of direct (Hubbard) U and exchange

(Hund) J interactions. These effects are different for dif-

ferent quasiparticle bands and in different parts of the

Brillouin zone.

Possibly the main expression of more strong role of

correlation effects in this system, in contrast to previ-

ously studied iron based superconductors, is the absence

of well-defined quasiparticles bands in the vicinity of the

Fermi level.

3. NEW SUPERCONDUCTORS — CHEMICAL

ANALOGS OF IRON PNICTIDES

3..1 SrPt2As2 system

Crystal structure.

In Ref. [46] it was shown, that SrPt2As2 has

orthorhombic structure with space symmetry group

Pmmn. In some sense this system reminds tetragonal

crystal structure of CaBe2Ge2-type with space symme-

try group P4/nmm. We show this structure in Fig.

5. There are two layers of PtAs4 and AsPt4 tetrahe-

dra in elementary cell. In one of these layers square

lattice is formed by platinum ions, while in another by

arsenic. Corresponding tetrahedrons are shown in Fig.

5 by lines. From the point of view of chemical formula

SrPt2As2 is similar to HTSC system BaFe2As2 [47].

However, in the elementary cell of this last case there

are two mirror reflected layers of FeAs4 tetrahedrons

[24]. Note also, that majority of iron pnictides have

P4/nmm structure [40]. In our calculations we have

used an idealized tetrahedral structure with P4/nmm

group (cf. details in Ref. [19]). Parameters of tetra-

hedral crystal structure can be determined averaging

a=4.482Å and b=4.525Å for orthorhombic phase and

taking c=9.869Å.

Electronic structure.

In Fig. 6 we show electronic bands calculated in

LDA along directions of high symmetry in the first Bril-

louin zone of SrPt2As2. Note that SrPt2As2 bands close

to M-point have some similarity with 1111 FeAs system

[23, 26]. However, close to the Fermi level bands are

completely different from those in 1111 and 122 sys-
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Table 1. The values of correlation renormalization factors for separate LDA′ bands, deboted in Fig. 4. In parentheses

– energy shifts on the scale of LDA′ bands in eV.

Orbital ne=26.52 ne=27.20 ne=28.00 ne=29.00

nature

xy LHB 1.5 (-0.23) 3.9 (-0.73) 2.65 (-0.61) 1.7 (-0.35)

xy UHB no ∼4.0 (+0.60) 1.7 (+0.25) ∼4.0 (+0.75)

part (top)

xz, yz (1) LHB 4.2 (-0.78) 3.0 (-0.75) 2.6 (-0.69) 1.7 (-0.38)

xz, yz (1) UHB 1.6 (+0.19) ∼2.5 (+0.48) 3.0 (+0.56) 4.0 (+0.77)

xz, yz (2) 2.3 (-0.48) ∼2.5 (-0.60) 2.6 (-0.69) 1.7 (-0.38)

xz, yz, xy 1.2 (-0.1) 1.3 (-0.09) 1.3 (-0.10) 1.4 (-0.17)

3z2-r2 (1) 4.7 (-0.85) 2.0 (-0.30) 1.3 (-0.03) 1.25 (0.00)

3z2-r2 (2) 1.1 (+0.25) 1.3 (0.00) 1.3 (-0.03) 1.25 (0.00)

xz, yz (3) 1.1 (+0.10) 1.1 (+0.17) 1.0 (+0.40) 1.4 (-0.10)

xz, yz (4) 1.1 (+0.10) 1.1 (+0.15) 1.0 (+0.35) 1.4 (-0.17)

x2-y2 1.1 (+0.20) 1.0 (+0.32) 1.3 (-0.07) 1.3 (-0.07)

Fe3d band 1.3 1.3 1.25 1.25

as a whole

Fig. 5. Idealized tetragonal crystal structure of SrPt2As2.

tems. As in SrPt2As2 there are several bands crossing

the Fermi level, we can speak about essentially multiple-

band nature of superconductivity in this system: four

bands cross Fermi level in Γ-X direction and six in M-Γ

direction.

As was shown in Ref. [19] the dominant contribution

at the Fermi level is from Pt1-5d states. However, the

joint contribution of Pt2-5d and As1-4p, As2-4p states

Fig. 6. LDA electronic dispersions for SrPt2As2. Zero

energy at the Fermi level.

to the density of states at the Fermi level EF is also

significant enough. This fact makes SrPt2As2 different

from HTSC iron pnictides , where As-4p states are prac-

tically absent at the Fermi level [23, 24, 25, 26]. The

main part of the spectral weight of Pt-5d states is situ-
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ated well below the Fermi level, which is connected with

larger number of valence electrons in Pt, as compared

to Fe. Obviously, Pt-5d states are more extended and

produce wider band as compared to Fe-3d.

In Fig. 7 we show the complex picture of the Fermi

surface for this system, obtained in LDA approxima-

tion. The sheets of this Fermi surface are essentially

three-dimensional, which sharply differs SrPt2As2 from

1111 and 122 pnictides.

Thus we see, that SrPt2As2 has a complex band

structure close to the Fermi level and complicated multi-

sheet topology of the Fermi surface, which strongly dif-

fers from those observed in iron pnictides. In general

case, the multiple-band system can support very com-

plicated types of Cooper pairing with superconducting

gaps of different sizes on different sheets of the Fermi

surface, e.g. as in FeAs compounds [29, 30]. From

general symmetry analysis [48, 49] it is known, that

for tetragonal symmetry and singlet Cooper pairs ei-

ther isotropic or anisotropic s-wave pairing is possible,

as well as several types of d-wave pairing. However,

from symmetry considerations only nothing can be said

about s±-type of pairing with isotropic gaps of different

signs on different sheets of the Fermi surface, which is

considered to be most probable for iron pnictides [2, 30].

Let us make simplest estimates of the Tc value within

BCS theory. The value of density of states at the Fermi

level N(EF ), obtained in our calculations is equal to 5.6

states/eV/cell. Then the coefficient of linear tempera-

ture contribution to specific heat following from the re-

sults of LDA calculations will be γb =
π2

3 N(EF )= 13.1

mJ/mole/K2, which is in reasonable agreement with ex-

perimental estimates giving 9.7 mJ/mole/K2 [8]. Let us

estimate the pairing coupling constant λ in BCS expres-

sion for Tc = 1.14ωDe
−1/λ, using the experimental value

of Debye frequency ωD. For ωD=200K and Tc=5.2K [8]

we get for SrPt2As2 λ=0.26. Then we can estimate

Tc for isovalent superconducting systems BaNi2As2 [6]

and SrNi2As2 [7] with Tc equal to 0.7K [6] and 0.62K

[7] respectively. In this case we need the values of to-

tal LDA densities of states for BaNi and SrNi systems.

Our calculations have given N(EF )=3.86 states/eV/cell

for BaNi and N(EF )=2.81 states/eV/cell for SrNi sys-

tem, which agree well with other calculations [50, 51].

Changing the value of λ proportionally to the change of

the value of N(EF ) we get Tc for these systems equal to

0.97K and 0.13K respectively, in good agreement with

experiments [6, 7].

. 7. Fermi surface of SrPt2As2 obtained from LDA

calculations.

3..2 APt3P system

Another new platinum based system – APt3P

(A=Sr,Ca,La) was discovered and described in Ref. [10],

where the values of Tc were obtained to be 8.4K, 6.6K

and 1.5K respectively. In this section we consider the

electronic structure of SrPt3P system, first obtained in

Ref. [21].

Crystal structure.

Crystals of SrPt3P belong to tetragonal symmetry

group P4/nmm with a=5.8094Å and c=5.3833Å [10]

(cf. Fig. 8). Between strontium ions layers sit “antiper-

ovskite” Pt6P octahedra, with Pt1 ions in layers occupy

4e (1/4,1/4,1/2) positions, while apex Pt2 ions occupy

– 2c (0,1/2,0.1409). Phosphorous inside octahedra also

occupy 2c positions with z=0.7226. Note that these

Pt6P octahedra are not ideal: distances from PPt2 layer

to different apex Pt2 ions are different, while inlayer Pt1

ions form ideal square. In Fig. 8 it is clearly seen, that

Pt6P octahedra, having the common facets,form two-

dimensional plane with square lattice. In the following

we assume, that LaPt3P has the crystal structure iden-

tical to that of SrPt3P.

Electronic structure.

At the Fermi level density of states is essentially

determined by Pt1-5d states of Pt1 ions forming two-

dimensional square lattice. (cf. Fig. 8). Also at the

Fermi level there is a small admixture of Pt2-5d and

P-3p states.

The value of density of states at the Fermi level

N(EF ) in compounds with Sr and La is equal to 4.69

states/eV/cell and 3.77 states/eV/cell correspondingly.

These values are comparable with those in HTSC pnic-

tides with relatively high Tc (cf. Ref. [40]). Then the

coefficient of linear term in specific heat γb is equal
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Fig. 8. Crystal structure of SrPt3P. Pt6P octahedra

are distinguished by Pt-Pt bonds.

to 11 mJ/mole/K2 and 8.9 mJ/mole/K2 for SrPt3P

and LaPt3P respectively, which agree rather well with

experimental estimates for SrPt3P giving γexp =12.7

mJ/mole/K [10]. Strictly speaking γexp should be

somehow larger, than those obtained in free-electron

model, due to renormalization of the density of states

by electron-phonon interaction: γ = (1 + λ)γb, where

λ is dimensionless coupling constant. Comparing ex-

perimental and calculated values we can estimate this

constant as λ=0.15, corresponding to weak coupling,

which is insufficient to obtain the experimental value

of Tc. Note, that according to experimental estimates

made in Ref. [10], the so called Wilson ratio RW ∼ 1,

which supports the absence of strong correlation effects

in SrPt3P.

In Fig. 9 we show band dispersions for SrPt3P

(black lines) and LaPt3P (gray lines) in the vicinity of

the Fermi level, obtained in LDA calculations. These

dispersions strongly differ from dispersions in SrPt2As2
(cf. Fig. 6) [19], and from those in HTSC pnictides

and chalcogenides (cf. Fig. 1) [5]. First of all, both

APt3P systems are essentially three-dimensional, as can

be seen from the presence of dispersion along Γ-Z direc-

tion. From chemical composition point of view (neglect-

ing the relaxation of lattice) the system LaPt3P looks

like electron doped SrPt3P system.

Fig. 10 shows Fermi surfaces for SrPt3P (left) and

LaPt3P (right) obtained by us via LDA calculations. In

general, the form of Fermi surface of APt3P systems

sharply differs from those in iron pnictides and chalco-

genides [24, 27]. In particular, these Fermi surfaces are

essentially of three-dimensional nature and do not have

well-defined cylinders.

From above discussion on electronic structure we can

conclude, that APt3P compounds represent a new class

Fig. 10. Fermi surfaces for SrPt3P (left) and LaPt3
(right) obtained from LDA calculations.

of systems with multiple-band superconductivity as it

was assumed in Ref. [10] from the measurements of Hall

coefficient. SrPt3P is essentially a two-band supercon-

ductor, while LaPt3 possesses rather complicated band

structure in the vicinity of the Fermi level. Fermi sur-

faces of both systems are characterized by large number

of sheets with large number of “pockets” in the first Bril-

louin zone, with topology only slightly changing under

doping.

In this case, from general symmetry analysis [48, 49]

it is again cleat, that in case of singlet pairs, in prin-

ciple, it is possible to have either the usual isotropic

or anisotropic s-wave pairing or several types of d-wave

pairing. Most probable is certainly the case of the usual

s-wave pairing, as was assumed in Ref. [10]. Addi-

tional complications arise due to multiple-band nature

of APt3P compounds. Three- dimensional structure of

multisheet Fermi surface can lead to complicated struc-

ture of superconducting gap with different values of su-

perconducting gaps on different sheets of the Fermi sur-

face (cf. discussion if Refs. [29, 30]). However, the

simple BCS expression for Tc = 1.14ωDe
−1/λ allows

to estimate the dimensionless coupling constant λ us-

ing the experimental values of Tc and Debye frequency

ωD=190K [10], which gives λ=0.31 for Tc=8.4K. Low-

ering the value of λ proportionally to the value of the

density of states at the Fermi level, which changes from

4.69 states/eV/cell in SrPt3P to 3.77 states/eV/cell in

LaPt3P, we obtain Tc=4K for LaPt3P, in reasonable

agreement with experimental value of 1.5K.

Simplest BCS expression for Tc gives only a rough

estimate and it is better to use McMillan formula [52].

Rather close estimate can be also obtained from Allen-

Dynes expression [53], which is the best interpolation

formula for Tc for strong coupling superconductors. Let

us choose first an “optimistic” value of Coulomb pseu-

dopotential µ∗ = 0. Then McMillan’s expression gives

λ=0.61 for SrPt3P and, in turn, the value of Tc = 5.6K

for LaPt3P. Assuming more typical value of µ∗ = 0.1
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Fig. 9. LDA calculated electronic dispersions for SrPt3P close to the Fermi level (black lines) and LaPt3P (gray lines).

Fermi level is at zero energy.

we obtain λ=0.85 for SrPt3P, so that for LaPt3P we get

Tc=5.4K.

In summary, we can conclude, that the value of Tc

in SrPt3P and LaPt3P correlates rather well with the

value of the total density of states at the Fermi level,

similarly to the case of HTSC pnictides and chalco-

genides [5, 40]. At the same time, these estimates of

Tc correspond to weak or intermediate coupling super-

conductivity in APt3P, which does not explain (cf. Ref.

[53]) unusually high value of 2∆/Tc ratio obtained from

specific heat measurements in Ref. [10], hinting to the

necessity of additional experimental verification of the

value of 2∆/Tc in these systems.

3..3 BaFe2Se3 system

BaFe2Se3 (Ba123) system [11] was synthesized as

a possible superconductor, analogous to (K,Cs)Fe2Se2
(with Tc ∼11K according to preliminary data), though

in a later work [12] superconductivity has not been ob-

served up to 1.8K. In both works neutron diffraction

was used to discover antiferromagnetic “spin ladders”

with Neel temperature of the order of 250, though the

magnetic structure was not determined unambiguously.

In this section we describe both electronic and magnetic

structures of Ba123, obtained from LDA and LSDA cal-

culations in Ref. [20].

Crystal structure.

We start as usual from description of crystal struc-

ture of Ba123. Ba123 system possesses orthorhombic

symmetry group Pnma [11]. Basic structure elements

in this compound are the so called “two-leg” ladders

oriented along b-axis. These ladders are formed by iron

ions, surrounded by tetrahedra formed by Se ions In or-

thogonal direction to. b-axis these ladders are placed in

chessboard order (cf. Ref. [20]). Obviously, this crys-

tal structure is sharply different from crystal structures

of iron based HTSC systems (cf. Section 2 and Refs.

[5, 24, 27]), which belong to primitive or body-centered

tetragonal symmetry group.

Electronic structure.
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Fig. 11. Band dispersions and densities of states for

Ba123 compound, obtained in LDA calculations. Fermi

level – zero energy.

In Fig. 11 we show band dispersions (right) and

densities of states (left) for Ba123 system Similarly to

Ba122 systems [24] and AFe2Se2 [27] electronic states

at the Fermi level are formed mainly by Fe-3d orbitals.

Se-4p orbitals form bands placed -2 eV lower in energy.

Hybridization between Fe-3d and Se-4p states is rela-

tively moderate.

Electronic bands of Ba123 system in close vicinity

of the Fermi level strongly differ from those in iron

pnictides and chalcogenides. [24, 27]. Around Γ-point

we have two electronic pockets, while at the Brillouin

zone edges (Y-point) there are three hole pockets (cf.

Fig. 12). Close to the Fermi level we observe sev-

eral Van-Hove singularities, making this system similar

to AFe2Se2 (cf. Section 2) [27] and allowing changing

Fermi surface topology by doping.

Fermi surface following from LDA calculations is

shown in Fig. 12. The general form of this Fermi surface

is completely different from the case of iron pnictides

and chalcogenides [24, 27]. In Ba123 it is essentially

three-dimensional and without explicit cylinders

Magnetic structure.

Neutron scattering experiments [11, 12] allowed to
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Fig. 12. Fermi surface of Ba123 obtained in LDA cal-

culations.

determine Neel temperature T ≪ T exp
N ∼250K in

Ba123, as well as two possible spin configurations, cor-

responding to irreducible representations τ1 and τ2 of

space symmetry group Pnma, which produce practically

identical diffraction patterns. In Ref. [20] the problem

of the type of magnetic structure was solved by direct

calculation of Neel temperatures for different spin con-

figurations in mean-field approximation for Heisenberg

model. Parameters of Heisenberg model were calculated

within LSDA [54]. Our calculations demonstrated, that

spin ladder configuration τ1 (“plaquettes”) has Neel

temperature TN(τ1)=217K, while for τ2 (“zigzags”) –

TN(τ2)=186K, which makes τ2 configuration more fa-

vorable energetically, in accordance wit experimental

work [12] and LSDA calculations of total energy [55].

Thus, despite similar to iron based HTSC chemical

composition, Ba123 system possesses essentially differ-

ent crystal and electronic structure, while from the point

of view of magnetism it is a “spin ladder”. The question

of superconductivity in this system remains open.

3..4 APd2As2 system

This section is devoted to electronic structure of

(Sr,Ca)Pd2As2 and BaPd2As2 systems [22], where su-

perconductivity was discovered with Tc 0.92K and

1.27K respectively [13]. We also compare these systems

with isovalent system (Sr,Ba)Ni2As2 [56, 57, 58].

Crystal structure.

Crystal structure of SrPd2As2 and CaPd2As2 be-

longs to tetragonal space symmetry group I/4mmm,

similarly to BaFe2As2 system [47]. We show this struc-

ture in the left part of Fig.13. We can see, that it is

analogous to Ba122 system [24].

Fig. 13. Crystal structure of (Sr,Ca)Pd2As2 (left) and

BaPd2As2 (right). Blue spheres – ions of Sr and Ba ,

green – As and red – Pd.

Though chemical formula of BaPd2As2 is similar to

that of Ba122 pnictide, it has completely different crys-

tal structure [13]. Space symmetry group of BaPd2As2
is P/4mmm and its structure is shown in right part of

Fig. 13. This crystal structure, similarly to iron pnic-

tides and chalcogenides, is a layered one, but Pd atoms

do not possess surrounding tetrahedra of As atoms.

Electronic structure.

LDA calculated electronic dispersions along high-

symmetry directions for SrPd2As2 and BaPd2As2, as

well as densities of states, are shown in upper and lower

parts of Fig. 14. From densities of states it can be

seen, that in SrPd2As2 system, the main part of spec-

tral weight is formed by Pd-4d and As-4p states. Pd-4d

states belong to energy interval between -4 -0.5 (cf.

upper part of Fig. 14), while As-4p states are in the en-

ergy interval (-6;-4) eV. As compared with Ba122 Pd-4d

states are more extended in energy, than Fe-3d states.

Also in SrPd2As2 we have considerable hybridization

between Pd-4d and As-4p states. The value of the den-

sity of states of SrNi2As2 at the Fermi levelN(EF )=1.93

states/eV/cell. which is twice lower, than in Ba122 sys-

tem, due to the larger number of electrons in Pd, as

compared to Fe, leading to the shift of the Fermi level

to the region of lower density of states.

In the lower part of Fig. 14 we show electronic dis-

persions and densities of states obtained for BaPd2As2
in LDA calculations. As the crystal structure of

BaPd2As2 is completely different from that of SrNi2As2,

it is of no surprise, that bands are also different. Note,

that in Sr system, as well as in Ba system, the Fermi

level is crossed by multiple bands, without any clear

contributions from different valence shells. From LDA

calculations we have found the value of total density

of states at the Fermi level of BaPd2As2 to be 2.29

states/eV/cell.
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Fig. 14. Electronic dispersions and densities of states

for SrPd2As2 (above) and BaPd2As2 (below) calculated

in LDA. Fermi level – zero energy.

Fig. 15. LDA calculated Fermi surfaces for

(Sr,Ca)Pd2As2 (left) and BaPd2As2 (right).

In Fig. 15 we show Fermi surfaces for SrPd2As2
(left) and BaPd2As2 (right), obtained from our band

structure calculations. Fermi surface for Sr system

is essentially three-dimensional and complex, in con-

trast to Ba122 system [24], and consists of three

sheets. Fermi surface of BaPd2As2, as compared with

that of SrPd2As2, is rather simple, though also three-

dimensional, with hole-like sheet around Γ-point and

electron=like sheets at the corners of Brillouin zone.

4. CONCLUSION

In this small review we considered electronic struc-

ture of a number of new superconductors, discovered

during the experimental search of new candidate sys-

tems for high-temperature superconductivity, which

followed the observation of HTSC in iron arsenides

[1, 2, 3, 4]. All these systems are multiple-band su-

perconductors with rather complex topology of Fermi

surfaces. From general theoretical considerations [30] it

is clear, that multiple-band structure of electronic spec-

trum facilitates raising the temperature of supercon-

ducting phase transition Tc. However, the experimental

picture is rather contradictory. In K1−xFe2−ySe2 sys-

tem superconductivity is observed at high enough tem-

peratures, despite the absence of “nesting” of electron-

like and hole-like Fermi surfaces, as well as the absence

of well-defined quasiparticles close to the Fermi level

(due to the strong role of electronic correlations in this

systems). At the same time, the majority of other sys-

tems, considered above, demonstrate superconductivity

at relatively low temperatures, despite clearly multiple-

band nature of electronic spectrum.

Because of this contradictory picture, the general

question arises, whether there exists (or does not ex-

ist) some electronic structure, which is somehow “opti-

mal” from the point of view of observation of HTSC.

At present we can not give any definite answer to this

question, though from our calculations it can be seen,

that electronic spectra of the majority of systems with

low Tc, considered above, have spectra sharply different

from those in iron pnictide and iron chalcogenide HTSC

systems. Attempts to find the general answer on the

the posed question seem to be an interesting direction

of further investigations.
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